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1a) All the traces of WatchTV are of the same length. What is this length? Explain your 
answer.  
 
Solution 
Both operands of the alt contains 4 messages. Before and after the alt thirteen and two 
mesages are sent, respectively. This means that every execution executes 19 messages which 
means that each trace is of length 38. 
<solution 1b ends here> 
 
1b) How many traces has WatchTV? Describe each of them.  
 
Solution 
There are four traces. There are two sources of nondeterminism.  

 The order of the reception of the first message and the sending of the second. 
 The selection between the two operands of the alt. 

<solution 1b ends here> 
 
1c) The DecoderTV state machine given in Figure 2 is not consistent with the Interaction 
shown in Figure 1. Explain why the state machine is not consistent with the sequence 
diagram. 
 
Solution 
There are two alternatives: 

1. Executing the first alternative, the problem appears at Pause almost at the bottom. 
Pause is not handled in LiveStreaming. 

2. The other alternative enters a Digit in CachedStreaming and the effect should have 
been to switch to live streaming, but Digit is not handled in CachedStreaming 

<solution 1a ends here> 
 
1d) Explain how you would make minimal changes or enhancements to the state machine to 
be consistent with the sequence diagram. 
 
The solution to the problems are to handle these two situations. Note that handling the second 
case would preferably also include handling the internal timer to be able to key in more than 
one Digit. 

1. Include a new transition from LiveStreaming with the trigger Pause where the effect 
is to send StartCachedStream, and where the next state should be CachedStreaming 

2. Include a new transition from CachedStreaming with trigger Digit, with the same 
effect as the calculation of channel in state Off, the next state should be 
CachedStreaming. 
Add another transition from CachedStreaming with trigger wait_new_digit, effect 
StopCachedStream(bob) and next state PreLiveStreaming.  

<solution 1b ends here> 
 


